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Summary

Illustration of persistence forests

Here all functors are functors from categories corresponding to posets. Persistent
homology PH∗ of a filtered space is functor from (R, ≤). We introduce persistence
forest, functor PF ∗ from merge forest M Ff ([2]) of filtered space (X, f ). This functor
mimics the decomposi on of homology of a space into direct sum of homology of
its connected components.
Persistence forests of spaces can be used as input to machine learning algorithms.
In par cular, the problem of learning from graphs can be reduced to the problem of
learning from directed forests with addi onal informa on in ver ces.

Definition of persistence forest
A filtered space (X, f ) is a space X with a func on f : X → R.
For any t ∈ R, the level subset Ft is the space f −1((−∞, t]).
The persistent homology of (X, f ) is the functor
PH∗ : (R, <) → R-grMod : t 7→ H∗(Ft).

The two filtered spaces above have the same persistent homology but different persistence forests, i.e. the corresponding functors PH∗ are isomorphic, thus the distance dP H between these spaces is zero, but the distance dP F is non-zero.
Here the filtra on func on is given by the height of point. Circles and squares denote
"cri cal points" for H0 and H1. Both forests start with two zero homology classes
being born, then first homology classes are born (and they never die), then the two
zero homology classes merge into one.

Every map PH∗(s → t) is induced by the canonical inclusion of Fs into Ft.

The merge forest of (X, f ) is the space M Ff = {(x, t) ∈ X × R, t ≥ f (x)}/ ∼,
where (x1, t1) ∼ (x2, t2), if t1 = t2 and the points x1 and x2 lie in the same
connected component of Ft1 .
Points of M Ff correspond to connected components of spaces Ft: there is a
bijec on M Ff → ∪t∈R(π0(Ft), t) : [(x, t)] 7→ (Ft,j , t), where x ∈ Ft,j .
Merge forest is a poset: (Ft1,j1 , t1) ≺ (Ft2,j2 , t2), if t1 < t2 and Ft1,j1 ⊂ Ft2,j2 .
The persistence forest of (X, f ) is the functor
PF f,∗ : M Ff → R-grMod : (Ft,j , t) 7→ H∗(Ft,j ).

Applications
Graph learning. The approach described on the le works well in prac ce. Let L be
the algorithm DGCN N (Zhang et al, 2018). The classifica on accuracy of L ◦ P F ,
compared to L alone, is 2-5% lower on biochemical datasets and 3-8% higher on
social datasets. Note that biochemical graphs contain addi onal labeling of ver ces,
and P F ignores it. L ◦ P F outperforms L if these labels are removed.
The training of L ◦ P F converges faster than that of L.
Most likely, L◦P F learns from the hierarchical structure of a graph at different scales.

Interleaving pseudo-distance
There is interleaving (pseudo)-distance between persistence forests
dP F ((X, f ), (Y, g)) = dP F (PF f,∗, PF g,∗) ∈ [0, +∞].
dP F generalizes dP H , the similar no on for persistent homology.
Persistence forests are stable with respect to small deforma ons of a filtered
space: dP F ((X, f ), (X, g)) ≤ kf − gk∞.
Persistence forest is a more sensi ve invariant than persistent homology:
dP F ((X, f ), (Y, g)) ≥ dP H ((X, f ), (Y, g)).

Partitional clustering, hierarchical clustering
Par onal clustering is an algorithm that from a finite subset S of Rn or, in general,
from a finite metric space (S, µ) constructs a par on of the set S.
Hierarchical clustering constructs a heighted tree, i.e. a tree in which each vertex
has a height, and the height of a parent vertex is always bigger than the height of
its children. Elements of S are ver ces of height zero.
Hierarchical clustering generalizes par onal clustering: given a hierarchical
clustering for every choice of height there is corresponding par onal clustering.
There are several construc ons of a filtered space (X, f ) from finite space S.
For these construc ons, the merge forest M Ff is a hierarchical clustering of S.
Merge forest is a "canonical basis" of zero persistent homology.
Thus PH∗ and PF ∗ are generaliza ons of hierarchical clustering.

Learning via graphs
There are machine learning algorithms that can learn from graphs.
These algorithms are usually based on par onal clustering of ver ces of a graph.
If an algorithm L can learn from graphs, it can learn from forests.
If Spaces is some type of spaces and F : Spaces → F orests is a hierarchical
clustering, then L ◦ F is an algorithm that can learn from Spaces.
Compu ng persistence forest is a par cular case of such F .

Learning from graphs
The set Spaces can be a set of graphs.
On a weighted graph (V, E) define a filtra on by f (x) = minv∈V d(x, v).
On an abstract graph define a weight: the weight of edge (v1, v2) is
g(deg(v1), deg(v2)), where g is any symmetric func on.
Compute persistent forests of such graphs and then use the approach above.

Reducing sizes of graph datasets. If the task is to learn from graphs, then the number
of edges can be reduced by at least |E|/2|V |.
Which clustering/weigh ng is more natural for a dataset? The one, whose combina on with (one or several different algorithms) L, achieves be er classifica on accuracy. The difference in accuracy for different weigh ngs given by g ∈ {max, min, x +
y, x2 +y 2, |x−y|+1} is usually 5-10%. The author did not test whether combina on of
several choices of g produces be er accuracy. If it does, one might say that different
weigh ngs provide essen ally different informa on.
Finding weaknesses in graph learning algorithms. Two different versions of P F followed by DGCN N were tested: version with labels by dim H1 in ver ces and version
without labels. The version without labels performed be er. In principle, this should
not happen. Likewise, L ◦ P F should not outperform L, but in this case it did.
Comparison with another approach. DiffPool (Ying et al, 2018) is another approach
based on hierarchical clustering followed by graph learning. In case of DiffPool hierarchical clustering is not given beforehand, but learned during training. It can use
labels on ver ces of graphs, and, unlike our approach, it outperforms the standard approach on biochemical datasets. The downside is that it is impossible to reduce the
size of a dataset before training, and it might be hard to understand how the learned
clustering works.

Further developments
Merge forest is a "canonical basis" of zero persistent homology. To obtain such bases
for higher persistent homology one might try to use Hodge theory. André Lieu er
made a presenta on about this idea several years ago.
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